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1 Introduction 

1.1 History 

The Standard Gauge (SG) mainline corridor was built in 1962 at which time the section from 
West Footscray to Simms Street Junction was converted to Dual Gauge (DG.)  Major 
enhancements were carried out in 1995, under the One Nation Melbourne to Adelaide Gauge 
Standardisation project, with the construction of Tottenham Loop and the provision of SG (via 
DG) through Brooklyn to Newport.  At the same time changes near Dock Link Road were made 
to allow for terminal expansions at South Dynon and the provision of SG track into Appleton 
Dock.   

The section of track from Tottenham Junction to Dock Link Road represents an operational 
nexus in the ARTC network in that both north south, and east west operations are linked into a 
series of single track sections which provide a significant operational constraint for further 
capacity improvements.  From West Footscray Junction to Simms Street Junction the SG 
operations are combined with the Victorian Broad Gauge (BG) freight operations connecting the 
Dynon Yards to the Tottenham Yard.  This represents another significant operational 
consideration. 

Other than the additions to the track layout described above, since 1962 there has been little in 
the way of upgrading to the track structure, drainage or signalling infrastructure.  Because of the 
limited track windows and restricted nature of the working environment major maintenance 
works is often kept to a minimum.  This section has a Track Quality Index of 84 compared to the 
state average of 38 and is one of the least reliable in terms of signalling faults due in part to poor 
drainage and poor track circuit reliability. 

1.2  Objective 

The objective of the project is to improve Transit Time, Reliability, Capacity and Yield over this 
section of track by way of track doubling, resignalling and track drainage works.  Most significant 
in this is the provision of double track, thereby removing a number of single line sections, and 
the provision of bi-directional signalling on the double track and DG sections. 

Funding for this project will be from the Federal Government AusLink Initiative. 

This Project Brief, defines the scope of the Track Duplication and Signal Upgrade program from 
South Dynon to Newport. The original program scope of works as defined in the South 
Improvement Alliance contract was; 

 Rebuilding Tottenham Junction to Dynon, including amplification to provide three 
bidirectional tracks between Tottenham Junction and the west end of Bunbury Street. 
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 Constructing direct standard gauge access between Brooklyn and Sunshine to provide 
direct access between the north-south and east-west corridors. 

1.3 Outline of Current Scope 

Figure 1 illustrates the “Existing”, proposed “Ultimate” and the currently proposed configurations. 

Initial development of the Tottenham to Dynon Upgrading scheme examined the scope and cost 
for the Ultimate configuration.  This provided for a section of triple track and major track and 
signalling upgrading works which was estimated to be well in excess of the budget provision of 
$40million.   

In redefining the scope of the project, the decision was taken to include into a consolidated 
project the Sunshine Brooklyn Triangle with a budget provision of $15million.  The Triangle 
provides a direct link between the north south operations and east west operations. It removes 
the need for the third track in the section from Tottenham to West Footscray and thus a 
reduction in the Tottenham scope and cost.  This has resulted in the Current proposed 
configuration (Figure 1 at bottom.)  Other than bi-directional signalling no infrastructure 
improvements are proposed between West Footscray Junction and Sims Street Junction.  

Separately identified and documented are a number cost options to vary this proposed scope of 
works including drainage improvement and limited bi-directional signalling improvements. 

There has been some essential functional additions to the minimum ARTC scope. There are 
operational imperatives to add BG bi-directional access to the Up end of the V/Line (VLP) Yard, 
add a crossover adjacent to Dock Link Road, and to remove Alauda Siding but provide a 1200m 
Standard Gauge (SG) siding for Pacific National (PN) in lieu. These works are now included in 
Revised Layout Option 3. Defined on track layout plans - KBR-TD01-DWG-VM005-CIV-GN-
4000-B-01 and SET597.005-C-DWG-032 Rev B (Attachment 1.) 

Based on this, the indicative scope of work summary is amended to: 

Re-arrange Tottenham Junction to Dynon, including amplification to provide two bidirectional 
tracks and a SG siding for PN between Tottenham Junction and Dock Link Road, drainage 
improvement and selected formation improvement between SIM street Junction (SSJ) and West 
Footscray Junction (WFJ), and integrate the Sunshine-Brooklyn Triangle Project (and associated 
signalling improvements to Newport) to achieve the lowest overall delivery cost. 

Note: The above scope does not include the construction of the Sunshine Brooklyn Bridge and 
approach earthworks.  It does however include trackwork and signalling alterations at the 
interface points with the South Dynon to Newport project.  The Project Brief, Budget and 
Delivery Plan for the bridge, approach earthworks and linking Dual Gauge trackwork is provided 
for in separate documentation.
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2 Scope 

2.1 Defined 

Earlier versions of this project included a number of stages 1 through to 8.  Subsequent scope 
alterations has deleted stages 1, 2, 6 & 7 however the original stage numbers are retained. 

2.1.1 General 

ARTC has received AusLink funding for this project.  The project has been designed to provide 
for the passing of standard gauge trains of 1800m length.   

This project provides a direct new standard gauge connection between Brooklyn and Sunshine 
and additional tracks and crossovers, which will provide greater operational flexibility. The 
existing single direction running between Tottenham Junction and the Port of Melbourne is 
upgraded to bi-directional running. The objectives of the project are to: 

 provide additional capacity between Dynon and Tottenham Junction 

 increase capacity at the entrance to the Dynon / Melbourne Port precinct 

 provide an ability to stage trains, and reduce maintenance and operational costs.  

 provide a direct link between north south and east west operations. 

The project consists of: 

Stage 1 & 2 – No longer required for current scope 

Stage 3 & 4 – Part new construction of formation, drainage, track and signalling, and 
re-arrangement of the existing two SG tracks from West Footscray to 
Tottenham including junctions at West Footscray and Tottenham. 
Rearrangement of the BG UP Independent main to provide a 1200m 
standing length SG siding for PN in lieu of Alauda Siding.   

Stage 5 –  Part new construction of formation, drainage, track and signalling, and 
re-arrangement of Sims Street Junction and dual gauging track to Dock 
Link Rd. Bi-directional signalling of the UP and DN DG Tracks from Sims 
St to West Footscray Junction. Provides BG bi-directional access to the 
UP end of VLP yard.  

Stage 6  Drainage improvement works and selected formation improvement 
works between SSJ and WFJ. 
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Stage 7 No longer required for current scope 

Stage 8 - Assembly and installation of turnouts, trackwork and associated 
signalling for connection from existing alignment to the proposed 
Sunshine – Brooklyn Triangle  

The detailed scope of works of the track, civil and signalling work is detailed in the Stagework 
Phasing document at Attachment 3.  

2.1.2 Design 

The preliminary design, on which the Project Brief, Budget and Delivery Plan is based are 
detailed on the following drawings and specifications: 

 KBR-TD01-DWG-VM005-CIV-GN-4000-B-01  Revised layout Sims Street 
Junction 

 SET597.005-C-DWG-027 Rev B    Drainage and Retaining Wall 
Layout 

 SET597.005-C-DWG-031 Rev A    Sunshine Triangle 

 KBR-TD01-DWG-VM005-CIV-GN-4005 Rev B-04 Revised Layout Option 3 incl. 
1200m PN  Siding 

 MS95/0219-Q (Extract) 

 SIA-TD01-SPC-VM000-PDR-OS-1001-B-02, Operations Specifications 

 CWD-TD01-DWG-VM004-SIG-SA-6001-A-01  Dynon Signal Arrangement 

 CWD-TD01-DWG-VM007-SIG-SA-6002-A-01  West Footscray Signal Arrangement 

 CWD-TD01-DWG-VM010-SIG-SA-6003-A-01  Tottenham Signalling Arrangement  

 CWD-BS01-DWG-VM000-SIG-SA-6001-A-01  Brooklyn Signalling Arrangement 

 CWD-TD01-BRF-VM004-SIG-SI-6000-A-01 Scope of Stageworks, South Dynon to 
Newport Project Rev 0.3,  

The final design and documentation will require; 

 Review and consolidation of the survey data, verification of the functional geometry and 
completion of the track alignment and track structure design. 
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 Review of the geotechnical reports provided by Coffey and completion of the track 
formation and retaining wall design. 

 Assessing the existing drainage system at both Sim St Junction and Tottenham rail yard 
between West Footscray and Tottenham Junction, and the finalisation of the drainage 
design to suit the new track layout. 

 Verification of the existing underground services and obtaining approvals from relevant 
Authorities to the proposed works. 

 Independent check and update of signalling arrangements and zone plans. 

 Design and independent check of control tables, bonding plans, location case relay room 
circuits and layouts. 

 CBI data for BG and SG (to be undertaken by RSS & WRSA). 

 Control centre modifications for West Tower and Mile End (by WRSA), 

 Power and communication design, 

 Stageworks where required (including intermediate designs) for the above. 

All of the above tasks have been allowed for in the cost estimates for detailed design activities 
and no adjustment to the scope/cost estimate is expected as a result of completing these 
activities. 

2.1.3 Track and Civil  

The scope includes: 

2.1.3.1          Dock Link Road to Sims Street Junction   

 Earthworks, formation and trackwork for new turnout 127D and track up to 127U 

 Earthworks, drainage, formation, track and turnouts for new DG link from 147U(new) to 
151U(new) 

 Replacement of the gauge splitter with DG turnout at Sims Street. 

 Replacement of one existing TR with a motorised point at Sims Street. 

2.1.3.2          Sims Street Junction to West Footscray Junction 
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 Storm water and subsurface drainage works 

 Selected formation improvement works. 

 

2.1.3.3                    West Footscray Junction  
  

 Two new SG crossovers 9U/9D and 13U/13D 

 Reconfigured BG entry onto the Up and Down Independent Goods including the provision 
of 2 refurbished BG turnouts. 

 Replacement of two existing TR with two motorised points. 

  

2.1.3.4          West Footscray Junction to Tottenham Junction - SG works 
  

 Widening of the formation, reconfiguring the drainage and slewing track on the south side 
of the existing SG main from 7500 to 7900 and from 8050 to 8300. 

 Removal of a section of fence along the northern boundary and installation of a temporary 
fence to enable the construction of the retaining wall works.  

 Excavation and removal of the existing retaining wall and installation of new drainage on 
the north side of the SG main from 7200 to 8250. 

 Construction of a new retaining wall to the north side of the SG main along the property 
boundary. 

 Reinstatement of the permanent boundary fence. 

 Removal of the existing turnout at 7280.  

 Construction of new formation and track from 7250 to 8350 and track slews necessary to 
complete double SG track. 

  

2.1.3.5          West Footscray Junction to Tottenham Junction - BG works and SG Alauda 
         Siding works 

  

 BG enabling works in BG Tottenham Yard including removal of turnouts,        
replacement and/or make up panels and track slews. 
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 Rerailing and refurbishment of BG yard track 1 (middle) and track 2 (west) to Class 3 
standard as the new Up Independent Goods. 

 Construction of earthworks, drainage, formation and track (BG Class 3) from 8870 to 9020. 

 Construction of formation, track panels and track slew works to complete the relocation of 
the BG Up Independent Goods Track from 8400 to 9840. 

 Conversion of released BG Up Independent goods to SG siding from 8550 to 8880 and 
from 9170 to 9650. 

 New SG turnout 19 and 15D on South SG main plus minor slews and make up panels to 
provide SG Alauda Siding replacement from 8400 to 9700. 

 Remove SG turnout, BG turnout and MGD into existing Alauda siding 

 Depositing all surplus excavated materials on the embankment west of Ashley Street as 
agreed with VicTrack. 

 Returning to VicTrack any reusable recoverable track materials. 

  

2.1.3.6          Tottenham Junction 
  

 Construction of new earthworks, drainage, formation and track from 9700 to 10050. 

 New turnouts 3U and 7 on SG main. 

 Slewing tracks and new make up panels to complete the altered junction configuration. 

 Replacement of one number of existing TR with a motorised point. 

  

2.1.3.7 Sunshine Brooklyn Triangle 
  

 Tracks slews on SG main and Up and Down BG Goods 

 Installation of two MGDs on the Up and Down BG Goods 

 Installation of SG turnout on the SG mainline 

 Installation of DG turnout on DG mainline to Brooklyn 
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Note: Earthworks, drainage, formation and trackwork for the actual link and flyover works is not 
included 

   Remove BG turnout and minor tracks slews in BG Tottenham Yard – track 5 
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2.1.4 Signals and Electrical 

The scope of works includes: 

2.1.4.1 Dock Link Road to West Footscray Junction 

 Provision of new distributed Computer Based Interlocking (CBI) at Dynon to facilitate the 
operation of: 

1. Bi-directional running between Dynon and West Footscray. 
2. Additional crossovers and turnouts. 
3. Changed signals in Dynon road. 
4. Removal of the single track bottleneck between Sims Street and Dock Link Road. 
5. Motorise one TR at Sims Street Junction. 

 

2.1.4.2 West Footscray Junction to Tottenham Junction 

 Provision of new distributed CBI at West Footscray to facilitate the operation of: 

1. Bi-directional running between Dynon and West Footscray 
2. Bi-directional running between West Footscray and Tottenham 
3. Removal of the single track bottleneck between West Footscray and Tottenham 
4. Additional crossovers and turnouts at West Footscray Junction. 
5. Motorise two TR at West Footscray Junction. 
6. Install up and down intermediate signals on Main and Local lines. 

 The modification of the existing WESTRACE broad gauge interlocking at West Footscray 
to facilitate bi-directional running between Dynon and West Footscray and changed track 
configuration on the Up and Down Independent Goods. 

2.1.4.3 Tottenham and Tottenham Junction 

 Provision of new distributed CBI’s at Tottenham to facilitate the operation of: 

1. Simultaneous movements to and from Adelaide and the North East 

2. The direct connection between North East and Adelaide lines. 

3. The removal of the single track bottleneck between West Footscray and 
Tottenham. 

4. The new standard gauge siding at Tottenham to replace Alauda Sidings. 

5. Crossovers and turnouts at Tottenham Junction for the above. 

6. Motorise one TR at Tottenham Junction. 
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 The modification of the existing WESTRACE broad gauge interlocking at Tottenham to 
facilitate the direct connection between North East and Adelaide lines. 

2.1.4.4 Newport, Brooklyn to Tottenham. 

 The provision of new distributed CBI’s at Brooklyn and modification of the existing SSI at 
Newport to facilitate. 

1. The direct connection between North East and Adelaide lines. 

2. Improved availability of the standard gauge when Apex siding on the broad gauge 
is being shunted. 

3. Elimination the blocking of Francis St level crossing due to 1500m trains being 
held at Brooklyn. 

2.1.4.5 General 

 The consequential changes to two control centres; Mile End in South Australia and West 
Tower in West Melbourne to facilitate the above changes. 

 Provision of dual control point machines where new turnouts are installed to facilitate 
emergency operation. 

 Provision of LED signals to reduce maintenance and improve sighting. 

 Provision of emergency local control system to facilitate operation of signalling under 
communications failure. 

 The modification of the existing relay interlocking at McIntyre to train control desk areas. 

 

2.2 Undefined 

The following issues are yet to be finalised. 

2.2.1 Location of Northern Boundary 

The northern boundary of the railway reserve between Alauda Sidings and WFJ is not clearly 
defined on cadastral surveys and is subject to discussion and agreement between VicTrack and 
the local Council. The current track arrangement is based on the assumption that the existing 
fence is the boundary. Cadastral searches indicate that in some locations the boundary may be 
inside the fence line.  Although there is general acceptance that the fence line should be the 
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boundary, this issue remains to be resolved. No provision has been deemed necessary for this 
issue in the Risk and Opportunity Analysis. 

2.2.2 Substandard Clearances 

In order to contain the proposed works within the fenceline, retaining walls are required with 
reduced clearances to the UP SG track centreline. Over one section of approximately 20 metres 
clearance is reduced to 2400mm at approximately 1000mm above rail. Detailed design of 
vertical and horizontal alignment will mitigate this impact. A “no go zone” for operators and 
maintainers may still be required. No provision has been deemed necessary for this issue in the 
Risk and Opportunity Analysis.  

2.2.3 V/Line, Pacific National and VicTrack 

The track arrangements currently proposed and on which the TCE is based do not yet have final 
signoff from VLP, PN and VicTrack. Preliminary presentations indicate that it is likely that they 
will be acceptable, however, there remains a very minor risk that changes may need to be 
negotiated. No provision has been deemed necessary for this issue in the Risk and Opportunity 
Analysis.  

2.2.4 Condition of V/Line Broad Gauge Turnouts 

The condition of the existing VLP broad gauge turnouts that are proposed to be 
relocated/reused during Stage 3, 4 and 5 works needs final agreement with VLP.  Replacing the 
existing materials with new materials (e.g. turnout timbers), needs to be finally agreed with VLP. 
Standards used in the Project Budget for the track are defined in the Standards for Trackwork 
document (Attachment 4.) No provision has been deemed necessary for this issue in the Risk 
and Opportunity Analysis. 

2.2.5 Gas Transmission Line 

A gas transmission line crosses under the SG tracks and site investigation has proved the depth 
of this gas pipe.  There should be sufficient vertical clearance between the gas pipe and the 
proposed new SG track level; however the vertical clearance between the gas pipe and a 
proposed drain needs to be further defined during the detail design.  The costs for lowering the 
gas pipe if required has been allowed in Risk and Opportunity Analysis contained in the Project 
Delivery Plan (PDP). 

2.2.6 Upgrade of V/Line Turnouts 

No.1 (opposite turnouts 9A to XX) and No.2 (opposite turnouts 2A to 3A) BG Tracks.  These two 
sections of track are to be upgraded to meet the VLP main line standards.  However the 
requirements for drainage upgrades are not cleared defined in the VLP standards.  The potential 
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additional costs to carry out such works have not been allowed in Risk and Opportunity Analysis 
contained in the PDP. 

2.2.7 Unsuitable Subgrade 

A geotechnical investigation on the proposed new track alignment has been carried out, 
however the final report has yet to be issued.  The assumption made in preliminary design was 
that only minor treatment works would be required in four locations.  Should more unsuitable 
sub-grade locations be identified in the geotechnical report, the costs required on treatment 
works could increase significantly and these have been allowed in Risk and Opportunity Analysis 
contained in the PDP. 

2.2.8 Leasing Victrack Land for setting up site office and amenities 

The rental costs of leasing Victrack land have not yet been fully defined.  The assumption made 
in the Project Budget is to lease the Victrack vacant property in Cross St, West Footscray and 
the adjacent carpark for setting up the site office and amenities and costs have been included 
accordingly. 

2.2.9 Signal Sighting 

The signalling scheme design has been developed; signal sighting inspection conducted with 
ARTC Operations and driver/operator representatives, and minor changes incorporated into the 
Signalling Scheme Design. A small allowance has been made in the event that further signalling 
changes arising from signal sighting modifications are required. This allowance is contained in 
the Risk and Opportunity Analysis contained in the PDP. 

2.2.10 Safeworking 

An agreement will need to be reached between the stakeholders and SIA regarding the 
shutdowns/track occupation requirements for carrying out major sections of the work. Initial 
discussions indicate that the proposals will be satisfactory. No provision allowance has been 
deemed necessary for this issue in the Risk and Opportunity Analysis. 

2.3 Specifications 

2.3.1 Track 

Design for new infrastructure is based on: 

 Standard gauge track and civil in accordance with ARTC track and civil standards.  

 Victorian Heavy Rail Design Standards for VLP  within the Newport - Dynon area  

 Design line speed for SG: 65km/hr 
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 Axle load for SG: 25 tonne 

 Clearances: ARTC Code of Practice Section 7 “Clearances”. 4.5 metre minimum track 
centres expect as discussed in 2.2.2 above. 

 Ruling grade: 1:80 

 Minimum curve radius: ARTC Code of Practice Section 5 “Track Geometry”. 

2.3.2 Signals & Electrical  

Design is based on the requirements of the former Public Transport Corporation standards ENG-
SE-SPE-0001, version 1.1. 

2.3.3 Design Life 

In undertaking the design process consideration is to be given to the life of the various elements. 

The mandatory minimum design lives which are to be observed in all design, selection of new 
materials and construction of new works are tabulated below: 

Element Design Life Comment 

Track (including rail, 
sleepers, fastenings and 
turnouts) 

50 years Replaced as required under the 
maintenance plan 

Signalling system 20 years Components replaced as required 
under the maintenance plan 

Lighting and electrical 
equipment 

20 years  

Culverts 50 years  

Buried drainage 100 years  

Earth drainage 20 years nominal  

Sign faces 10 years  
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Formation and trackside 
cess drains 

50 years To be designed to take account of 
strength to carry the pressures 
transmitted from the sleepers, 
elastic stiffness compatible with the 
rail design, and erosion resistance 

Train Control System 20 years  

Communications system 20 years  

Services, signals, train 
control and communications 
infrastructure 

20 years  

Relocated services 50 years  

 
2.3.4 Waivers. 

As outlined in section 2.3.3 the works will be constructed in accordance with the ARTC 
Engineering Standards including the former Public Transport Corporation standards ENG-SE-
SPE-0001, version 1.1 for signalling works. 

Where these Standards need to be adjusted or modified, to satisfy the design or other 
constraint, an Engineering Waiver will be sought in accordance with ARTC Engineering Process 
procedure PP-169. 

This process provides for approval of a product to be used in service although it does not 
conform with Engineering Standards and usually provides conditions such as location and 
approval time limits with more regular or more stringent inspections during the life of the waiver. 

The following waivers have been identified: 

  1.  Reduced track centres and clearances. 
 

2.3.5 New Equipment or Systems. 

There currently is no new equipment or systems proposed for the project. 

Where new equipment or systems are proposed to be introduced these will be managed in 
accordance with Engineering Process Procedure PP-122 “New Equipment and Systems 
Approval”. 
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2.3.6 Configuration Change Management. 

A Configuration Change Management process will be carried out in accordance with the 
Configuration Change management procedure detailed in SIA procedure dated 6 December 
2005. The process requires: 

 Completion of a Configuration Change request form which describes the desired change, 
the justification for the change and the impact of implementing the change; 

 Completion of a Configuration Change Plan which includes a Safety Risk Assessment for 
Operational and Stakeholder risks, impact investigation, asset identification, a milestone 
schedule produced and updating of configuration documentation and records; 

 Issuing of Infrastructure Alteration Notices as work is being undertaken including the 
relevant Risks Assessments undertaken; 

 

2.3.7 Material Change- Victorian Rail Regulator. 

The Victorian Rail Regulator will be advised of the changes to be undertaken at Tottenham 
Dynon. Material Change documentation will be produced in accordance with the Victorian Rail 
Safety Regulations. 

 

2.4 Work Excluded or by Others 

No allowance has been made for: 

 

 Ballast cleaning or ballast replacement for slued tracks.  Existing ballast will be reused and 
topped up with additional new ballast when required to provide the standard ballast profile. 
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 Soil contamination investigation. A preliminary soil contamination assessment has been 
carried out in proposed excavation areas in Tottenham Rail Yard.  The report did not 
identify any contamination in the tested areas.  No further soil contamination investigation 
is proposed and no additional allowance has been made in the Risk and Opportunity 
assessment. 

 A noise wall along the northern boundary. An assessment report on noise levels in 
Tottenham rail yard was prepared by SKM (ref. Tottenham Rail Yard Upgrade, 
Construction Noise Guidelines, Version 2.0, January 2006).  This did not recommend the 
installation of a noise wall along the northern boundary of the rail yard.  No noise wall 
installation is proposed and no allowance has been made in the Risk and Opportunity 
assessment. 

 Train radio 

 Signal post telephones 

 Wagon management (smart pass) at Alauda Siding 

 Renewal of troughing outside of construction and resignalling areas, i.e troughing route 
from Brooklyn Triangle to Sunshine 

 Design of redundancy in the communications network for the interlockings. 

 Spare Materials. 
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3 Interfaces 

3.1 Organisational Interfaces  

Identified organisational and coordination interfaces include: 

 ARTC train control and operations 

 Train Operators on the SG. 

 ARTC Corridor management and maintainer. 

 Adjacent VLP/PN BG operations , asset management and maintainers. 

 Adjacent Connex/Mainco Operations, as set management and maintainer. 

 Local Council and Local community 

 Utility service authorities in particular Gas. 

 Organisation and control of sub contractors including WSA, RSS and Alstom 

 Major material suppliers 

 State Government Authorities and Departments including VicTrack, DOI, DSE, DPT. 

 Federal Government (DoTaRs) in respect of funding. 

 Programmed possessions and occupations including handover of certification certificates 

The SIA has prepared a comprehensive Community Relations, Stakeholder Community 
Relations and Stakeholder Communications plan as a part of the Project Development and the 
implementation of this is included in the Project Delivery Plan. 

3.2 Interdisciplinary Work Faces  

Identified interdisciplinary work faces include: 

 SIA interface with ARTC/PM signal maintainers 

 Design coordination between SIA designers CW-DC and KBR 

 Design coordination between CW-DC and RSS, WSA and UGL. 
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 Construction interface between civil, signal and track works 

 Construction interfaces between the Newport – Dynon and Sunshine – Brooklyn projects 
(bridge and earthworks) 

Parties are to be managed through formal fortnightly/monthly meetings to forecast upcoming 
works, programming, planned occupations, testing and commissioning. These interface 
meetings may include ARTC train control and operations, VLP/PN/ Mainco and their 
maintainers. 

4 Working Environments 

4.1 Possession/Isolation Environments 

Most of track and civil and signalling works are proposed to be carried out during the day shift.  
Safeworking protection will be in place where the works are beside the running track. 

The anticipated shift pattern is a normal 5 day (10 hour) working week, supplemented by 
weekend work where required to gain access to the track due to operational requirements. 
During possession periods the shift pattern will vary up to a maximum of 12 hours per shift, to 
make maximum use of the possession period. 

Isolations of the 2.2kV or the 1500 volt overheads shall be applied for as per the requirements of 
Mainco and VLP. 

Details will be specified in the Project Delivery Plan 

4.2 Possession/Isolation Requirement and Notices 

Possession requirements are shown in the Stagework Phasing document in Appendix 11 of the 
PDP, and in the Construction Program. The Construction Program defines the necessary notice 
periods for each possession. 

These requirements will be formalised into a Possessions Plan and updated regularly for 
discussion with operators and owners of existing infrastructure. 

4.3 Safety Critical Working Environments 

The work will be undertaken adjacent to or on the operating railway. There are well established 
rules, regulations, processes and procedures in place to manage the risks. 

When possible the track, civil and signal works will be coordinated to minimise the protection 
staffing requirements.  

Where necessary, paraweb safety barriers will be erected to delineate work areas. 
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5 Attachments 

Attachment 1  Track Layout Drawings 

Attachment 2   Signal Arrangement Drawings 

Attachment 3  Stagework Phasing – Trackwork and Signalling  

Attachment 4  Standards for Trackwork 
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Attachment 1 Track Layout Drawings 
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Attachment 2 Signalling Arrangement 

Signalling arrangement drawings are non standard size. Drawing will be provided at a later date. 
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Attachment 3 Stagework Phasing – Trackwork and Signalling 
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TOTTENHAM – DYNON & SUNSHINE – BROOKLYN TRIANGLE 
 
STAGEWORK PHASING – TRACKWORK (Double Track Option – Revised Layout Option 3 – 1200m PN Siding) 
Drawing Nos:  SET597.005-C-DWG-032 Revision B 

SET597.005-C-DWG-027 Revision B 
 SET597.005-C-DWG-031 Revision B 
 SIA-KBR-TD01-DWG-VM005-CIV-GN-4000-B-01 
 
Stage Phase Description – Track & Civil Phase Description – Signals & Electrical 
Stage 3    

 Phase 1 Alauda to #191 Alterations  
1. Adjust SG DN side drainage and formation from 

opposite loc #M to new loc #9D [3U]. 
Check clearance on Sig #MG 304 between BG & SG 
approx 100m west of #191. 

2. Slew existing SG main and local between loc #4 and 
#9D [3U] to final DN main alignment and match to 
existing at #4 and #191.  
Remove the BG connection to Alauda Sidings. 
Remove MG diamond and replace with plain track on 
SG. Spike points #M for curve. Decommission 
signaling. 
[18 hour  or 2 x 10 hour possession of SG and BG 
Up Independent] 

3. Relocate trunking on the UP side from loc #4 to #191 
(or #9U [3D] as necessary). 

4. Construct UP side formation as far as possible from 
location #3 to #191.  
Construct drainage from loc #4 to #9U [3D].   
Construct retaining walls as required along the 
northern boundary. 

5. Construct new SG UP track as far as possible from 
location #3 to #191 (50kg/timber sleepers). 

Phase 1 Dynon to West Footscray Junction 
Install a two track gantry for Signal Nos WFJ2, WFJ14. 
West Footscray Junction to Tottenham Loop Up End (Munistone 
RR) 
Relocate 192 signal, 192GR loc, 196 signal and 196GR loc for slew of 

existing track between WFJ6 signal and TOT2 signal. 
Re-bond existing standard gauge after track slew between WFJ6 signal 

and TOT2 signal. 
Install temporary cable route between existing WFRH to MRH 
Remove signalling circuits for broad gauge connection to Alauda 

sidings and re-bond after removal of MG diamond 
Piloting Trains 
Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line between 
signals WFJ186 & TOT4, TOTU4 for 10 hours after completion of 
track work possession for stage three, phase one. 

 2 Tottenham Junction Alterations  2 Tottenham Loop Up End (Munistone RR) to Tottenham Junction 
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Stage Phase Description – Track & Civil Phase Description – Signals & Electrical 
1. Install and commission new signal TOT8 for future 

#9 points [SSG1] and decommission and remove Sig 
#8 and cable run. 

2. Construct new formation/drainage for UP SG 
between 100m east of points #3U [9U] (adjacent to 
points 15D [PN SG2]) and 100m west of points #7. 

3. Construct #7 turnout (60kg on concrete) adjacent to 
final position. 
Construct turnout #3U [9U] (60kg on concrete) in 
situ 
Construct turnout #9 [SSG1] (60kg on concrete) 
adjacent to final position. 

4. Assemble new UP track between turnouts #7 and 
#3U [9U] (50kg/concrete sleepers). 

5. Slew SG main at #9 [SSG1] to final alignment 
6. Install turnout #7 and #9 [SSG1] and slew 

new/existing track to connect. Lock #7 in reverse 
position. Lock #9 [SSG1] for straight. 
Slew track to connect to #3U/3D [9U/9D]. Lock #3U 
[9U] in reverse position.  
[36hr SG possession – run trains under pilot 
working after 12 hrs] 

Install new cable route from MRH to Tottenham Junction. 
Install gantry a three track gantry for Signal Nos WFJ4, WFJ16, 

MG74. 
Tottenham Junction 
Relocate TOT08 signal for construction of new track between 100m 

east of new 3U points and 100m west of new 7 points. 
Install Tottenham Junction 9, 7 and 3U points (locked and detected 

reverse in the existing interlocking) and associated track bonding. 
Install two track gantry for Signal Nos TOT6, TOT18. 
Piloting Trains 
Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line between 
signals TOT2 and TOT8, TOT26 for 10 hours after completion of 
track work possession for stage three, phase two. 

Stage 4 Alauda to WFJ  Alauda to WFJ 
 Phase 1 1. Pre-assemble crossovers #9U/9D [3U/3D] (50kg on 

timber) and #13U/13D [1U/1D] (60kg on concrete), 
adjacent to their installation sites. 

2. Install new IRJ’s and temporarily bond out. 

Phase 1  

 2 1. Slew the UP track between #9D [3U] and #191 to 
final alignment.  

2. Install crossover #9U/9D [3U/3D] and lock for 
straight.  

3. Install crossover #13U/13D [1U/1D] and lock for the 
straight. Regrade rail levels to match existing. 

 [36hr possession SG UP and DN tracks – run trains 

2 Dynon to West Footscray 
Install a two track gantry for Signal Nos 162, 164. 
West Footscray 
Install points machines on West Footscray 9U/D and 13U/D 

crossovers (locked and detected normal in the existing 
interlocking) and associated track bonding. 

Piloting Trains 
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under pilot working after 12 hrs on one track only] Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line between 

signals WFJ186 & WFJ194 for 10 hours after completion of track 
work possession for stage four, phase two. 

 3 PN SG Siding and UP Independent Alignment 
1. Divert Up Independent traffic through the West Yard 

A & B (not #1, 2 or 3 roads) for 7 days to allow 
access for trackworks. (Alternatively use #1 road if 
yard access not feasible). 

2. Remove and rebuild #3 road between #9A and #5A, 
and #2A and #3A. Remove ballast and place 
geotextile on existing formation. Reconstruct track 
with S/H 47kg rail, new timber sleepers and new 
ballast as the new UP Independent. 

3. Remove turnouts #7A, #9A and #3A and replace with 
plain track. Remove turnouts #8A, #5A and #12A. 
Slew the existing UP Independent to #3 Road at #7A, 
#5A, opposite #2A and at #3A. Spike turnouts #2A 
for the straight and #1A for the curve.  Commission 
new UP Independent 
[12hr possession of BG UP Independent and #1 
road]  

4. Gauge convert the existing BG UP Independent to 
SG between locations adjacent to #8A - #XX, and 
adjacent to #2A - #3A and spot resleeper. 

5. Protect cable trunking where the new PN SG siding 
crosses opposite locations #6A, #XX, #2A and #3A.  

6. Construct approximately 275 metres of new PN SG 
siding formation and drainage opposite locations 
#6A-#8A and #XX - #2A approx. 

7. Lay new PN SG siding track from loc #19 [PNSG1] 
to opposite #8A and #XX - #2A approx and connect 
to 3. above (S/H 80lb/yd rail ex #1 road or Alauda 
Siding on timber to match existing track structure). 

8. Assemble turnout #19 [PNSG1] and #15D [PNSG2] 

3 Tottenham Loop 
Bond new Up Independent track. 
Protect existing cable route at 21 and 15 points. 
Relocate MGS352F loc for construction of new PN standard gauge 

siding. 
Install T21 points machine, HLM lock, derailer and detector on 21 

points (locked and detected normal in existing interlocking), 
associated track bonding and V5P key switch for release of 21 
points 

Install points machine, derailer and detector on 15 points (locked and 
detected normal in existing interlocking) and associated track 
bonding. 

Piloting Trains 
Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge Up Independent 

past signals TOT5G & TOT8G for 12 hours after completion of 
interim track work possession for stage four, phase three. 

• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line 
between signals TOT02 & TOT08/TOT26 for 12 hours after 
completion of track work possession for stage four, phase three. 
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switchlock turnouts (each 50kg/timber) adjacent to 
locations at each end of the new PN SG siding. 
[Could possibly reuse 1:7.52 points ex Alauda for 
PNSG1 and #4 at W end for PNSG2 if Alauda SG 
can be decommissioned a few days before the new 
SG siding is commissioned] 

9. Slew existing ARTC SG main and local track at each 
end of the PN SG siding to final alignment. Note 
temporary slew under speed restriction to connect to 
points #3 

10. Install turnouts #19 [PNSG1] and #15D [PNSG2] 
switchlock turnouts and lock for the straight.  
[12hr possession of ARTC SG local track. Will 
require periodic access over the SG main at the west 
end]  

 4 Commission new SG tracks from loc #7 to #9U/9D 
[3U/3D] incl. 
1. Remove points #3 & #4 and install plain track panels 
2. Slew and connect both SG tracks between #4 and #19 

[PNSG1]. 
3. Install track panels for new SG UP main between #4 

and #3 points 
4. Slew and connect both SG tracks at loc #191 and 

remove points #191 and make good. 
5. Commission signaling and new crossovers #9U/9D 

[3U/3D], #13U/13D [1U/1D], #3U [9U], #7, #19 
[PNSG1] and #15D [PNSG2] switchlocks.  

6. Decommission Alauda siding signaling. 
[48hr possession the SG tracks - run trains under pilot 
working after 12 hrs. Signal commissioning may run 
over several days under traffic] 

4 Dynon to West Footscray  
Existing equipment removed 
Mast Signals MG 239, MG 239P, MG 267. 
Tracks MG221T, MG239T, MG267T. 
Zone Box MG267GR. 
New installation 
• Mast signal MGL57.  
• Banner Indicator BIMGL57 
• High voltage impulse track circuit 164AT, 164T, MGL57T 
• Zone box 162ZB. 
• Signal interface circuits to Dynon.  
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding.  
West Footscray Junction 
Existing equipment removed 
Mast signals WFJ6, WFJ6P, 186, 194. 
Points 191 
Tracks 186T, A186T, 190T, 191T, 194T, B194T, A194T 
Zone boxes A186TF, 15TF, 15TR, 15J, 4J, 191TF, 190TF, MGS289F, 

194PCR, WFRH 192GR, 186PCR 
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New installation 
• Gantry signal Nos. WFJ2, WFJ4, WFJ 14, WFJ16, MG74 
• High voltage impulse track circuit 2T, 4T, 9T, A9T(A9AT), 

13T(13AT), A13T, 14T, 16T 
• Zone boxes 2ZB, 4ZB & 9ZB. 
• High Tension box MGS70F. 
West Footscray BG WESTRACE Stage 2 Software for the vital 

interlocking, controls, inputs and outputs. 
West Footscray SG VHLC Stage 2 Software for the vital interlocking, 

controls, inputs and outputs. 
Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding 
Tottenham Loop Up End (Munistone RR) 
Existing equipment removed 
• Mast Signal TOT2. 
• Gantry signals TOT4, T0T4U. 
• Points 3, SG9. 
• Tracks 2T, 3T, 4T, A4T, 8T, B4T. 
Munistone RR and equipment boxes MGS327, MGS331J, 2TR, 

MGS332J, 3TF, MGS352F, 2TF, A4TP. 
SG9 switch-lock pedestal. 
New installation 
• Banner Indicators BIWFJ4, BIWFJ16 
Track High Voltage Impulse A4T, B4T, A6T, A16T, B16T, A21T, 

21T, 21AT, A18T. 
Zone boxes BI4ZB, 21ZB. 
Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding 
Tottenham Junction 
Existing equipment removed 
Mast signals TOT8, TOT26. 
Gantry signals TOT6, T0T6U. 
Tracks 7T, 11T. 
CTC hut 
Existing equipment altered 
Points Nos. 5, 7 renamed 17 and 3D respectively. 
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Tracks 17T, MGUAT. 
Track 15AT renamed A20T. 
New installation 
• Mast signal No. TOT8, TOT20, TOT28, TOT32, TOT34, T0T36. 
• Gantry signal Nos. TOT6, TOT18. 
• Track High Voltage Impulse 3T(3AT), A3T, 7T(7AT), 8T, 

9T(9AT), 15T, 17T(17AT), 18T(18AT), 19T(19AT), 20T, 34T, 
35T, 35AT. 

High Tension box MGS99F, 8F, 20F 
• Zone boxes 3ZB, 6ZB, 7ZB, 8ZB, 20ZB. 
• Tottenham BG WESTRACE Stage 2 Software for the vital 

interlocking, controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Tottenham SG VHLC Stage 2 Software for the vital interlocking, 

controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding. 
Piloting Trains 
Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line between 

signals WFJ14 & Tottenham TOT8, TOT20 for 48 hours after 
completion of track work possession for stage four, phase four. 

• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge line past 
signals WFJ14, WFJ 5, WFJ192, TOT20, TOT32, TOT34, 
TOT36 for 48 hours after completion of track work possession for 
stage four, phase four. 

 5 1. Spot resleeper, joint straighten, grind and surface 
existing timber sleepered track on both SG main and 
local tracks from TJ to WFJ. 

5  

Stage 5 Sims St Junction, Dynon and BG Bi-Di Entry UP End 
Tottenham 

 Sims St Junction, Dynon and BG Bi-Di Entry UP End Tottenham 

 Phase 1 Sims St Junction to Dynon  
1. Construct new formation & drainage for new DG 

track between points #147U [turnout #1] and #151U 
[turnout #2]. Protect major signals ULX. 

2. Assemble new RH DG/BG #147U turnout [turnout 
#1] (50kg on timber) adjacent to site.  

Phase 1 Dynon 
Point Nos 147U and 151D turn-outs (both locked and detected reverse 

in the existing interlocking) and associated track bonding. 
Bond new track between 147U & 151D turnouts and dual gauged track 

between 121U points and 147U points. 
Piloting Trains 
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3. Assemble new LH DG/BG #151U turnout [turnout 

#2] (50kg on timber) adjacent to site. 
4. Install new DG/BG #147U turnout [turnout #1] and 

spike BG for the turnout side and realign BG track to 
suit. Regrade rail levels to match existing. 
Install new DG/SG # 151U turnout [turnout #2] and 
spike BG for the turnout side. Realign BG track to 
suit. Regrade rail levels to match existing. 
[12hr possession SG & BG] 

5. Construct new DG track between points #147U 
[turnout #1] and #151U [turnout #2] and connect 
(50kg/timber sleepers on resilient fastenings) 

6. Convert existing BG DN main between points RR 
and points new points #147U [turnout #1] to DG 
(need to generate sufficient S/H 47kg rail for 3rd leg, 
or replace all 3 rails in 50kg, or place 50kg as 
common rail and transfer 47kg to the SG rail). 
[1 week between trains M-F][Access off Dock Link 
Rd].  

7. Assemble new LH DG/SG #155D turnout [turnout 
#3] turnout (50kg on timber) adjacent to site. 

• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge line past 
Dynon signals 160, 164 and 132 for 12 hours after completion of 
track work possession for stage five, phase one. 

 2. Dock Link Rd Crossover  
1. Relocate/protect services 
2. Spike existing #127U for straight and remove dead 

end track.  
3. Reconstruct formation to new levels. 
4. Construct new DG/SG #127D turnout (50kg on 

timber) adjacent to new location. 
5. Construct connecting track between new #127D and 

existing #127U (50kg on timber). 
6. Install #127D turnout and spike for tangent. Connect 

#127U/#127D to match existing rail level at Dock 
Link Rd 
[12 hr possession of DG] 

2. Dynon  
New installation 
Point Nos 127U and 127D point machines (both locked and detected 

normal in the existing interlocking) and associated track bonding. 
Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Dual Gauge line between 

Dynon signals 132 and 136 and for the Broad Gauge line past 
signal 138 to Melbourne Operations Terminal for 12 hours after 
completion of track work possession for stage five, phase two to 
install points machines. 
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 3 WFJ to SSJ UP/DN DG 

1. Install bidirectional signaling between West 
Footscray and Sims St Junction UP & DN ready for 
commissioning. 

[Concurrent with other works] 

3 WFJ to SSJ UP/DN DG 
 

 4 UP End Entry to PN BG  
1. Relocate/protect services/drainage 
2. Relocate existing BG turnouts #9U and #20D to 

locations #39 and #43U respectively and connect 
adjoining tracks. Retimber as necessary. 

Sims St Junction 
3. Install new DG/BG points #155D [turnout #3] to 

replace existing TR. 
4. Commission bidirectional signaling between West 

Footscray and Sims St Junction including new 
turnouts #147U [turnout #1], #151U [turnout#2], # 
155D [turnout #3], #39 [9U], #43U [20D], RR, 
#127U/127D. 

[48 hr possession of BG - Run BG trains under pilot 
working after 12 hours. Run SG trains under pilot 
working. Access off Sims St] 
5.   Remove redundant BG trackage 

4 Dynon 
Existing equipment removed 
Signals 130, 132, 136, 138, 142, 148, 158, 160, 162P, 164, 228, 230, 

232 
Catch Points 147U 
Tracks 122T, 124T, 127T, 132T, 134T, 146T, 147T, 148T, 155T, 

162T, A162T, B162T, C162T. 
Zone Box 162PCR, 146TF, 146J, 158ER, 150GR. 
Existing equipment altered 
• Signal 154, retain mast, LED B/Y/G signal head and recabled. 
• Signal 122, retain mast, A unit LED fixed red, B unit LED tri-

colour replacement, C unit LED, LED Route indicator and 
recabled. 

• Signal 162, rename 158, retain mast, A unit LED fixed red, B unit 
LED tri-colour replacement, C unit LED, LED Route indicator 
and recabled. 

• Signals 146, 152 retain mast, A unit LED fixed red, B unit LED 
tri-colour replacement, LED Route indicator. 

• Signal 150 retain gantry, A & B units, new LED Route indicator 
and recable. 

Tracks AC 133T, A138T, A142T, 148, 150 recabled. 
New installation 
• Mast Signal No. 130, 132, 136, 138, 160. 
• Gantry Signal No. 148. 
• Dwarf Signal No 234 (3m mast). 
• Dwarf Signal No 142 (2.5m mast). 
• Dwarf Signals 126, 228, 230, 232 (1m masts). 
• U style co-acting ground Signals Nos. 158P 160P. 
• Points 127U, 127D, 147U, 151D, 155D 
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• High voltage impulse track circuits 127T(127AT), A127T, 147T, 

A147T(A147AT) 151T, A151T(A151AT), 155T(155AT), 
A155T(A155AT), 157T(157AT), 158T, A158T, 160T, A160T. 

• Zone boxes 127ZB, 148ZB, 158ZB. 
High Tension box MG211F, 158F 
• Signal interface rack in the Dynon Relay House. 
• Dynon SG VHLC Final Software for the vital interlocking, 

controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding.  
Dynon to West Footscray  
Existing equipment removed 
• Signals MG221, MG242, MG272. 
• Tracks MG242T, MG272T. 
• Zone Box MG272GR. 
New installation 
• Gantry Signals Nos. 162, 164. 
• Mast signal MG57.  
• U style ground Signal No. MG57P. 
• Banner Indicator BIMG57 
• High voltage impulse track circuits 162AT, 162T, MG57T 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding.   
West Footscray Junction 
Existing equipment removed 
• Signals  5, 188, 192. 
• Tracks 15T, 20T, 21T. 
Existing equipment altered 
• Points 15 renamed 41. 
• Points 20U & 20D renamed 43U & 39 respectively. Both points 

are to be relocated and recabled. 
• Catch Points 24 renamed 43D 
• Tracks 26T, 196T recabled 
New installation 
• Mast signals WFJ42, WFJ44. 
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Stage Phase Description – Track & Civil Phase Description – Signals & Electrical 
• High voltage impulse tracks 39T(39AT), 41T, 43T(43AT) 
• Zone box 39TR 
• West Footscray BG WESTRACE Final Software for the vital 

interlocking, controls, inputs and outputs. 
• West Footscray SG VHLC Final Software for the vital 

interlocking, controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding. 
Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line 

between Dynon signals 122, 126, 132, 142, 146, 154, 228, 230, 
232 & West Footscray WFJ4, WFJ16 for 72 hours after 
completion of track work possession for stage five, phase four. 

• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge between 
Dynon signals 132, 152 & West Footscray WFJ42, WFJ44 for 72 
hours after completion of track work possession for stage five, 
phase four. 

Stage 8 Sunshine – Brooklyn Triangle Enabling Works (SG 
only) 

 Sunshine – Brooklyn Triangle Enabling Works (SG only) 

 Phase 1 Assemble SMGD1 and SMGD2 (both 60kg on  concrete) 
adjacent to final locations on the north side of the SG. 

Slew BG UP & DN mains to alignment and install 
SMGD1 and SMGD2. 

Regrade rail levels to match existing. 
[12hr possession of UP & DN BG mains. Periodic 
access over the SG main required to relocate 
MGD’s] 

Phase 1 Tottenham Junction 
• Install down end Tottenham Junction two diamond crossings and 

associated track bonding 
Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated past TOT32, TOT36 to the Down 

Independent Goods line & past Sunshine 728 to the Up 
Independent Goods for 12 hours after completion of track work 
possession for stage eight, phase one.. 

 2 1. Assemble BDG1 (50kg on concrete) adjacent to final 
location. 

2. Install BDG1 and spike for DG to TJ. 
3. Regrade rail levels to match existing. 

[12hr possession of DG main to Sunshine] 

2 Tottenham Junction 
Point No 19 (locked and detected normal in existing interlocking) and 

associated track bonding. 
Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line 

between TOT6, TOT8, TOT18 TOT28 & Brooklyn signal 8 for 12 
hours after completion of track work possession for stage eight, 
phase two. 
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Stage Phase Description – Track & Civil Phase Description – Signals & Electrical 
• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge between 

TOT32, TOT36 & Brooklyn signals 8, 12 for 12 hours after 
completion of track work possession for stage eight, phase two. 

 3 Construct the new leg of the Brooklyn – Sunshine 
Triangle 

Connect tracks and commission signaling. 

3 Tottenham Junction 
Existing equipment altered 
High voltage impulse track circuit 19T(19AT) 
Tracks 17T, MGUAT. 
New installation 
• Mast signal No. TOT40. 
• High voltage impulse track circuits 22T, 22AT, 36T, 36AT, 38T, 

39T, 40T. 
• Zone boxes 40ZB. 
• Tottenham BG WESTRACE Final Software for the vital 

interlocking, controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Tottenham SG VHLC Final Software for the vital interlocking, 

controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding. 
Brooklyn 
Existing equipment removed 
Signal Posts 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
Tracks 1T, 2T, A8T 
Existing equipment altered 
• Points 18 & 19 renumbered to 7 & 5 respectively. 
• Annett locked hand points A recabled 
• Tracks renumbered A6T, 6T, 9T, A15T to B16T,A16T,16T, A20T 

respectively. 
New installation 
• Mast Signal No. BYN2, BYN4, BYN6, BYN16, BYN18. 
• Tracks DC  5T(5AT), 5BT, 6T, 7T(7AT), 18T, A18T 
• Zone boxes 2GR, 6ZB. 
• Signal interface rack in the Brooklyn Relay House. 
• Brooklyn VHLC Final Software for the vital interlocking, 

controls, inputs and outputs. 
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Stage Phase Description – Track & Civil Phase Description – Signals & Electrical 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding.  
Newport 
Existing equipment removed 
Signals NPT700, NPT704. 
Existing equipment altered 
• Signals NPT702 head replacement and recabled. 
New installation 
• Signal NPT700, NPT704. 
• Newport SSI final Software for the vital interlocking, controls, 

inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running and Signal Bonding. 
Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line 

between TOT6, TOT8, TOT18 TOT28 & Newport NPT700, 
NPT704 for 72 hours after completion of track work possession 
for stage eight, phase three. 

Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge line between 
TOT32, TOT36 & Newport NPT702, NPT722 & past Sunshine 
728 to the Up Independent Goods for 72 hours after completion 
of track work possession for stage eight, phase three. 

Stage 8A Sunshine – Brooklyn Triangle Enabling Works (DG 
Option) DWG-028 Rev B 

 Sunshine – Brooklyn Triangle Enabling Works (DG Option) 
DWG-028 Rev B 

 Phase 1 Assemble SMGD1 and SMGD2 (both 60kg on concrete) 
adjacent to final locations. 

Assemble SBGCV1 (BG crossover 60kg on concrete) 
adjacent to final location. 

Slew BG UP & DN mains to alignment and install 
SMGD1, SMGD2 and SBGCV1. 

Regrade rail levels to match existing. 
[12hr possession of UP & DN BG mains] 

Phase 1 Tottenham Junction 
• Install down end Tottenham Junction two diamond crossings and 

associated track bonding. 
• Install Tottenham Junction 41D and 41U broad gauge crossover 

(locked and detected normal in the existing interlocking) and 
associated track bonding 

Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated past TOT32, TOT36 to the Down 

Independent Goods line & past Sunshine 728 to the Up 
Independent Goods for 12 hours after completion of track work 
possession for stage eight, phase one. 

 2 1. Construct embankment earthworks on DN side. 2 Tottenham Junction 
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Stage Phase Description – Track & Civil Phase Description – Signals & Electrical 
2. Assemble new 1:9 BG/SG splitter insitu. 
3. Assemble new 1:9 BG turnout adjacent to final 

location on new formation. 
4. Install new 1:9 BG turnout in the BG DN main and 

spike for the straight. 
[8hr possession of the BG DN main] 

5. Construct connecting SG track from SMGD2 to 1:9 
BG/SG splitter and BG track to 1:9 BG turnout. 

Install Tottenham Junction 9U gauge splitter and 37 broad gauge 
points (locked and detected normal in the existing interlocking) 
and associated track bonding. 

Piloting Trains 
Pilot working is to be instigated past TOT32, TOT36 to the Down 

Independent Goods line for 12 hours after completion of track 
work possession for stage eight, phase two. 

 3 1. Assemble BDG1 (50kg on concrete) adjacent to final 
location. 

2. Install BDG1 and spike for DG to TJ. Regrade rail 
levels to match existing. 
[12hr possession of DG mains to Sunshine] 

2 Tottenham Junction 
Point No 19 (locked and detected normal in existing interlocking) and 

associated track bonding. 
Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line 

between TOT6, TOT8, TOT18 TOT28 & Brooklyn signal 8 for 12 
hours after completion of track work possession for stage eight, 
phase three. 

• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge between 
TOT32, TOT36 & Brooklyn signals 8, 12 for 12 hours after 
completion of track work possession for stage eight, phase three. 

 4 Construct the new leg of the Brooklyn – Sunshine 
Triangle 

Connect tracks and commission signaling. 

3 Tottenham Junction 
Existing equipment altered 
High voltage impulse track circuit 19T(19AT) 
Tracks 17T, MGUAT. 
New installation 
• Mast signal No. TOT40. 
• High voltage impulse track circuits 22T, 22AT, 36T, 36AT, 38T, 

39T, 40T. 
• Zone boxes 40ZB. 
• Tottenham BG WESTRACE Final Software for the vital 

interlocking, controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Tottenham SG VHLC Final Software for the vital interlocking, 

controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding. 
Brooklyn 
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Existing equipment removed 
Signal Posts 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
Tracks 1T, 2T, A8T 
Existing equipment altered 
• Points 18 & 19 renumbered to 7 & 5 respectively. 
• Annett locked hand points A recabled 
• Tracks renumbered A6T, 6T, 9T, A15T to B16T,A16T,16T, A20T 

respectively. 
New installation 
• Mast Signal No. BYN2, BYN4, BYN6, BYN16, BYN18. 
• Tracks DC  5T(5AT), 5BT, 6T, 7T(7AT), 18T, A18T 
• Zone boxes 2GR, 6ZB. 
• Signal interface rack in the Brooklyn Relay House. 
• Brooklyn VHLC Final Software for the vital interlocking, 

controls, inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running, Power Distribution and Signal Bonding.  
Newport 
Existing equipment removed 
Signals NPT700, NPT704. 
Existing equipment altered 
• Signals NPT702 head replacement and recabled. 
New installation 
• Signal NPT700, NPT704. 
• Newport SSI final Software for the vital interlocking, controls, 

inputs and outputs. 
• Cable running and Signal Bonding. 
Piloting Trains 
• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Standard Gauge line 

between TOT6, TOT8, TOT18 TOT28 & Newport NPT700, 
NPT704 for 72 hours after completion of track work possession 
for stage eight, phase four. 

• Pilot working is to be instigated for the Broad Gauge line 
between TOT32, TOT36 & Newport NPT702, NPT722 & past 
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Sunshine 728 to the Up Independent Goods for 72 hours after 
completion of track work possession for stage eight, phase four. 

 
Notes: 
 

1 Turnout and points #’s from previous DWG-030-Rev A, DWG-028-Rev B and DWG-026-Rev C are shown in [italic]  for reference purposes. 
2 Stage 1, 2 and 7 are no required. 
3 Replace 4 no.s of existing TR’s with motorized points and gauge detection at WFJ (2 no.s during Stage 4, each require 12-hour possession on SG & BG tracks), at 

SSJ (1 no. during Stage 5, require 12-hour possession on UP DG main), and at TJ (1 no. during Stage 8/8A, require 12-hour possession on Brooklyn Line). 
4 Drainage improvement works and selected formation improvement between SSJ and WFJ will be carried out during the Stage 6, one DG track possession during 

the works may be required. 
5 Detailed Staging and Track possession requirements for carrying out the works described in Notes no.3 & 4 above will be determined once the final scopes are 

finalised at detail design phase. 
6 Install Up and Down auto signals on both Main and Local lines between West Footscray Junction and Tottenham Junction on the existing Tottenham loop up end 

gantry during Stage 4.  
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STANDARDS FOR TRACKWORKS 
 
NEWPORT – DYNON – REVISED LAYOUT OPTION 3 
 
Reference document is “Technical Requirements-051209 DraftRevC” and “Freight 
Australia Management System Procedure Document Number 2633”. 
Standards apply to all track which is worked as part of the upgrading project, unless 
an alternative is specifically nominated elsewhere. 
 
PN BG UP/DN Independent Mains & BG Yard Works 
 
Turnouts 

• Reuse 20D at #43U, and 9U at #39 on new timber bearers. 
• All reused turnouts will have 100% renewal of timbers. 
• All rail seats on timbers will be plated. 
• Existing fishplates and rail seat plates will be reused unless damaged. 
• Points #39 and #43U will be motorised. 
• Existing fastening types will be maintained on reused turnouts. 
• Rail, blades, half sets and crossings where wear exceeds CoP maintenance 

tolerances will be renewed. 
• New turnouts (Sunshine Triangle SG & DG Option) will be 60kg rail on 

concrete bearers with Pandrol E2003 fastenings. Level datum is existing 
underside timber/concrete sleeper. Retain existing ballast depth 

 
Track 

• Plain track to replace redundant turnouts will be compatible with the 
connecting track structure. 

• For the new BG UP Independent on #3 road, existing 80lb/yd rail  between 
#9A and #5A, and #2A and #3A will be replaced with reused 47kg/m rail. The 
track will be removed completely and rebuilt with the recovered 47kg rail, new 
timber sleepers and new ballast. 

• Elsewhere, existing rail of minimum 80lb/yd will be reused/transposed unless 
wear exceeds CoP tolerances. 

• Existing rail lengths will be retained and existing fishplates reused unless 
damaged. Rail will not be converted to CWR. 

• No rail grinding. 
• Timber sleepers will be reused where remaining life is assessed as greater 

than 10 years.  
• Spike holes will be plugged. 
• New timber sleepers will be provided for the remainder. 

 
Formation 
 

• For the new BG UP Independent on #3 road between #9A and #5A, and #2A 
and #3A, the existing track and ballast will be removed , geotextile placed and 
the track rebuilt using new ballast. 

• As this is in an existing yard, no changes are proposed to the existing 
drainage 

 
PN SG Siding Track 
 
Turnouts 
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• Minimum S/H 47kg rail (or new 50kg) RBCM on timber bearers with resilient 
fastenings. Switchlock operation. 

 
Track 
 

• The new PN SG siding on the existing BG UP Independent alignment 
between #9A and #5A, and #2A and #3A will retain the existing 47kg rail and 
be gauge converted and resleepered as necessary to ensure no ineffective 
sleepers. 

• Existing rail lengths will be retained and existing fishplates reused unless 
damaged. Rail will not be converted to CWR. 

• No rail grinding. 
• Track will be converted from BG to SG on existing sleepers but most will need 

replacement. 
• Timber sleepers will be reused where remaining life is assessed as greater 

than 10 years.  
• Spike holes will be plugged. 
• New timber sleepers will be provided for the remainder. 
• Approx 275m of new track will be minimum S/H 47kg rail on new timber 

sleepers, plated with non resilient fastenings. 
 
Formation 
 

• Approx 275m of new formation, drainage and ballast to ARTC CoP. 
• No formation improvement works are proposed for the new PN SG siding on 

existing BG UP Independent alignment. 
 
 
ARTC SG Track 
 
Turnouts/Diamonds 
 

• New 60kg on concrete; fixed heel ,tangential with Pandrol E2003 fastenings 
unless geometry or level requires 50kg on timber with resilient fastenings 
(refer Turnout Schedule). 

• Level datum is existing underside timber/concrete sleeper. Retain existing 
ballast depth. Grade rail level to adjacent plain track.  

 
Track – Mainline & Local 
 

• For new construction only; new 50kg rail CWR on concrete sleepers with 
Pandrol E2003 fastenings to ARTC CoP. 

• Reuse existing track structure on existing alignments – RexLok fastenings.  
• Existing 47kg rail/weld straightening and rail grinding throughout. 
• Spot timber resleeper, respace. No sleepers less that 10 years life. 
• Resurface geometry. 

 
Formation and Ballast 
 

• New formation, drainage and ballast to ARTC CoP. 
• On existing alignment retain existing. Replace poor formation only where 

necessary. 
• Upgrade drainage throughout. 
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• Makeup ballast as necessary following resleepering and surfacing. 
 
 
ARTC DG Mainline Track Sims St Junction to Dynon 
 
Turnouts 
 

• New turnouts/diamonds 50kg on timber with Pandrol E2003 fastenings 
• Level datum is existing underside concrete sleeper. Retain existing ballast 

depth. Grade rail level to adjacent plain track.  
 

Track 
 

• New track 50kg rail CWR on concrete sleepers plated with Pandrol E2003 
fastenings to ARTC CoP. 

• For installation of the 3rd rail SG between #RR and #147U use S/H 47kg rail 
for 3rd leg. 
(Track & formation in this section is poor. May take up and reconstruct in 
50kg on timber with resilient fastenings – price as Option). 

• Reuse existing track structure on existing alignments elsewhere.  
• Existing rail/weld straightening and rail grinding throughout. 
• Spot timber resleeper & respace. No sleepers less that 10 years life. 
• Resurface geometry. 

 
Formation and Ballast 
 

• New formation, drainage and ballast to ARTC CoP 
• On existing alignment retain existing.  


